
1990 Hugo Nomination Ballot—Instructions
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE NOMINATING.

The accompanying ballot is the nomination ballot for the 1990 Science Fiction Achievement Awards (Hugos), for the best science 
fiction or fantasy works of 1989. To nominate, you must be a member of cither ConFiction or Noreascon Three (the 1989 Worldcon); 
only those Noreascon Three members who explicitly request ballots will receive them. Only ConFiction members will be entitled to 
vote on the final ballot Please be sure to include the required information so that we can verify your membership. (Your membership 
number isn’t required, but will make things a little easier for us; your name and address are required.) If you aren’t a member yet just 
fill out the required information and enclose the membership fee with your ballot. All nominations should be sent to Richard Katze; 
PO Box 760; Framingham, MA 01701; USA; and should be postmarked no later than March 10,1990 lobe counted. (But we’ll be 
counting the ballots about a week after that, so we recommend mailing earlier if you have any doubts about die speed of the mails; and 
if you’re overseas, please use air mail.)

We’re distributing these ballots early enough that most of you should get them a couple of months before die deadline. While we’d 
prefer that you not wait till the very last minute, we do hope that you’ll take your time before voting. (At least we recommend that you 
wait until the year is over before trying to choose its best work.) Don’t nominate the first thing that comes to mind, but try to read as 
widely as possible. If you have a serious question about the interpretation of the rules, write to us and we’ll try to answer it. (But don’t 
ask us to count the words in a story for you; you can get a pretty good estimate by counting a typical page and multiplying.)

You may make up to five nominations in each category; but if you wish to make fewer nominations, or none atall in a given category, 
feel free to do so. (In fact, we recommend that you not nominate in any category you aren’t familiar with.) The order of your nominations 
doesn’t matter. Please don’t waste a nomination on “No Award," which under the rules will automatically appear on the final ballot in 
each category. We’ve included spaces for “source” under the fiction categories; you don’t have to fill these out, but you can do so if you 
think your nomination is one we might not recognize. (It’s a good idea to look them up anyway, to make sure you’ve got the tide right.) 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE.

The final Hugo ballot will contain the five nominees (more in the case of ties) that receive the most nominations in each category. 
It will be distributed to ConFiction members only, in a special mailing around April 20,1990. The voting deadline will be July 14,1990. 
As always, the winners will be announced at the Hugo Awards Ceremony at the Worldcon.

The rules governing the Hugos can be found in the World Science Fiction Society Constitution, printed in Progress Report #4. This 
nomination ballot may be included as well. The explanations below are an expansion and clarification of those rules.

General Rules:
Note that in spite of the official title (Science Fiction Achievement Awards), all tlic Hugos arc for works of either science fiction or 

fantasy, however you may choose to define those two genres. The ConFiction committee has delegated to Richard Katze the authority 
to judge all questions of eligibility, but he intends to give the voters the benefit of the doubt; in other words, anything that gets enough 
votes will be on the final ballot, unless it is clearly and unambiguously ineligible under the rules. If something is nominated in more than 
one category (a common occurrence), he will also decide what category to put it in. All nominees will be notified of their nominations, 
and will have the opportunity to decline before the final ballot is printed.

Year of Eligibility:
All the Hugos are for works that appeared for the first time in the calendar year 1989. (The Campbell Award, which is not a Hugo, 

is for authors first published in 1988 or 1989.) For a dated periodical, eligibility is determined only by die cover date; dial is, a “January 
1989” magazine is eligible this year even if it really appeared in October 1988. For anything else, however, eligibility is governed by 
the “publication date.” This is an arbitrary date designated by the publisher to define “the time when the concentrated selling effort 
begins,” and is commonly several weeks after a book has been shipped to bookstores and placed on sale. Thus books diat were on sale 
in December, or even November, 1988 may have had 1989 publication dates and still be eligible for this year’s Hugos; please keep litis 
in mind when considering your nominations. The publication date is often, but not always, listed on a book’s copyright page; the 
copyright date itself is not conclusive, but you can use it to identify the year if you have no other evidence. (Note that published lists 
of “the year’s best books” or the like can not always be relied on in determining Hugo eligibility, since some sources list books by date 
of receipt rather than publication date.)

Serialized stories are eligible this year if the final installment appeared in 1989. The same Rile applies to serialized dramas, e.g., a 
miniscrics or multi-part episode the last part of which was broadcast in 1989. But while a serial (a single story appearing in two or more 
parts) is eligible, a series (a collection of more or less related stories appearing under the same overall title or with the same characters, 
but each complete in itself) is not eligible as a whole. (For example, Star Trek was never eligible as such, but a lot of individual episodes 
were Hugo nominees.)

Category Definitions:
BEST NOVEL: A science fiction or fantasy story of40,000 words or more, appearing for the first time during the calendar year 1989. 
(Sec above for rules governing date of “appearance” and serialization.) A novel originally published in a language oilier than English 
is eligible if either the original publication or the first English translation appeared in 1989.
BEST NOVELLA: Same as Best Novel, except that the length must be between 17,500 and 40,000 words.
BEST NOVELETTE: Same as Best Novel, except that the length must be between 7500 and 17,500 words.
BEST SHORT STORY: Same as Best Novel, except that the length must be less than 7500 words.
BEST NON-FICTION BOOK: Any non-fictional work relating to science fiction, fantasy, or fandom, first published in book form 
during 1989. Both “non-fictional” and “relating to SF, etc.” have traditionally been interpreted loosely; past nominees have included 
works of history, biography, bibliography, criticism, art books (including graphic novels and other heavily illustrated fictions), pscudo- 
nonfictional “reference books,” books about science (both real and pseudo-), and a bound fanzine. Worldcon committees usually have 
an interesting time deciding eligibility in this category; as noted above, we expect to be liberal about it, but there are limits...
BEST DRAMATIC PRESENTATION: Any production, in any medium, of dramatized science fiction or fantasy, which was publicly 
presented for the first time in its present dramatic form during 1989. (See above for the rales on series and “dramatic units.”)
BEST PROFESSIONAL EDITOR: The editor of any professional publication devoted primarily to science fiction or fantasy during 
1989. A “professional publication” is defined as one with an average press run of at least 10,000 copies per issue. Those eligible include 
magazine editors, editors of anthologies, and book editors at publishing houses.
BEST PROFESSIONAL ARTIST: An illustrator whose work appeared in a professional publication (sec above) of science fiction 
or fantasy during 1989. (Note tiiat the award is supposed to be for art published during the year, not a career award.)
BEST SEMIPROZINE and BEST FANZINE: Both categories arc for generally available non-professional publications (press run 
under 10,000) devoted to science fiction, fantasy, or (for fanzines) related subjects, which have published 4 or more issues, at least one 
of which appeared during 1989. In addition, a semiprozine is a publication which during 1989 met at least two of the following criteria: 
(1) had an average press run of at least 1000 copies per issue; (2) paid its contributors and/or staff in other than free copies; (3) provided 
at least half the income of any one person; (4) had at least 15% of its total space occupied by advertising; or (5) announced itself to be 
a semiprozine. Publications meeting fewer than two of these criteria arc fanzines.
BEST FAN WRITER: Any person whose writing appeared in semiprozines or fanzines during 1989.
BEST FAN ARTIST: Any artist or cartoonist whose work appeared in semiprozines or fanzines or through other public display (e.g., 
convention art shows) during 1989. Note that no artist is allowed to appear on the final Hugo ballot in both Professional Artist and Fan 
Artist categories in the same year.
BEST NON-ENGLISH-LANGUAGE NOVEL: A science fiction or fantasy story of40,000 words or more
appearing for the first time in any language oilier than English during the calendar year 1989. Translations from an English- 
language work are not eligible. (See above for rules governing date of “appearance” and serialization).
(Each Worldcon is entitled to add a special Hugo category to the ballot. The ConFiction committee has chosen to exercise 
this option in creating the Best Non-English-Language Short Story category.
JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD FOR BEST NEW WRITER (Not a Hugo; sponsored by Davis Publications): Any writer whose 
first professionally published science fiction or fantasy story appeared during the calendar year 1988 or 1989. (Date of appearance is 
defined in the same manner as for the Hugos. “Professionally published,” as above, refers to a press run of at least 10,000.)

Committee Ineligibility:
The Committee having delegated all authority under Section 22 of Article II, only Richard Katze is ineligible for a 1990 Hugo 

Nomination.

Membership Rates From January 1st, 1990 through July 15lh, 1990

Membership Rates arc valid until the date mentioned above, unless extreme changes on the international money market make it impos
sible to maintain them.

Supporting USS 28.00 UK£ 16.00 DM 45,00 DEL 50,00
Attending USS 85.00 UK£ 55.00 DM 160,00 DFL 170,00

Payment in funds other than US dollars should be sent directly to ConFiction.



1990 Hugo Nomination Ballot
PLEASE READ THE ACCOMPANYING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE NOMINATING.

BEST NOVEL (author and title) (source)
l.___________________________________________________________________________________
2._____________________________________________________________________________________
3._____________________________________________________________________________________
4._____________________________________________________________________________________
5._____________________________________________________________________________________

BEST NOVELLA (author and title) (source)
1._____________________________________________________________________________________
2._____________________________________________________________________________________
3._____________________________________________________________________________________
4._____________________________________________________________________________________
5._____________________________________________________________________________________

BEST NOVELETTE (author and title) (source)
1._____________________________________________________________________________________
2._____________________________________________________________________________________
3._____________________________________________________________________________________
4._____________________________________________________________________________________ _
5._____________________________________________________________________________________

BEST SHORT STORY (author and title) (source)
1. ______ ______________
2._____________________________________________________
3. 
4. 
5. 

BEST NON-FICTION BOOK
1. ______________________
2. 
3. 
4. __ ____________________
5. ___ ___________________

BEST DRAMATIC PRESENTATION BEST PROFESSIONAL EDITOR
1.  1. 
2.  2. 
3.  3.
4.  4. 
5.  5.



BEST PROFESSIONAL ARTIST
1.  
2. ______________________________________
3. 
4. ______________________________________
5. ______________________________________

BEST SEMIPROZINE
1.  
2. ______________________________________
3. 
4. ______________________________________
5. ______________________________________

BEST FANZINE

2.  
3.  
4.  
5. 

BEST FAN WRITER
1._______________________________________
2______________________________________ __
3._______________________________ ________
4.  _______
5. _______

BEST FAN ARTIST
1._______________________________________
2._______________________________________
3._______________________________________
4._______________________________________
5._______________________________________

JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD (not a Hugo)
1._______________________________________
2.  
3._______________________________________
4.  
5.  

BEST NON-ENGLISH-LANGUAGE NOVEL (author and title) (source)
1.____________
2._____________________________________________________________________________________
3._____________________
4.____________________________
5.______________________________

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MUST BE INCLUDED:

NAME ________________________ _________________________________________________
ADDRESS _____ ________________

SIGNATURE

PLEASE CHECK ONE:
□ I am a member of ConFiction. (Membership Number)
□ I am not a member of Confiction, but was a member of Noreascon Three, the 1989 Worldcon. 

(Noreascon Three Membership Number)
□ I enclose $for a membership in ConFiction.

Send ballots to: Richard Katze, PO Box 760, Framingham, MA 01701, USA
Ballots must be postmarked and mailed by March 10,1989.

Reproduction of this ballot is encouraged, provided it is reproduced verbatim (including the instructions) and includes the name of 
the person or publication reproducing it. We would appreciate receiving copies of all such reproductions, if possible before publication 
(so we can check for errors).



At the request of the WSFS Business Meeting held at Noreascon Three and with the consent of the ConFiction 
committee, we are conducting a test to determine the feasibility of including another Hugo category in the WSFS 
Constitution. While it is being mailed with the Hugo Ballot, it should not be taken as a precedent for inclusion 
of other awards in the Hugo Ballot.

BEST ORIGINAL ARTWORK (THIS IS NOT A HUGO CATEGORY): The rules for nomination are the 
same as for the Hugo Nominations. Please nominate up to five original pieces of artwork first published during 
the calendar year 1989. They may have been published as a book cover or interior illustration, or in aprozine, semi- 
prozine, or fanzine which would be eligible for a Hugo. The artist may be either an amateur or a professional.

BEST ORIGINAL ARTWORK (artist) (source and page number)
1._____________________________________________________________________________________________
2._____________________________________________________________________________________________
3._____________________________________________________________________________________________
4._____________________________________________________________________________________________
5._____________________________________________________________________________________________

Richard Katze
PO Box 760
Framingham, MA 01701
USA



Richard Katze
PO Box 760
Framingham, MA 01701
USA


